Can you internalise TRP concepts without bad experiences with
women?
2 upvotes | 12 December, 2018 | by Son_of_Gatsby
Most of the people coming here share the fact that they had a bad breakup, divorce or were cheated on or
some stuff like that.
After I've seen it myself now from both sides I know that the stuff Rollo talks about, e.g. how women
can't truly love like men can, hypergamy etc., is very much true.
But I don't think I would've really believed it when I was still completely BP.
Can people still come here and interalise things on their own without those experiences? Can you teach a
child to act in a RP manner before they get hurt badly by a woman?
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Comments
TheStumblingWolf • 3 points • 12 December, 2018 11:16 AM

Yes.
If you think you're acting in an RP way, you haven't internalized it. TRP is about expanding your horizon,
learning new things. When you learn new things you'll start to question the way you used to be and hopefully
change according accordingly. In my opinion TRP goes beyond women. It deals with human nature in general.
That said, I do believe bad experiences may help accelerate the learning process. It's always easier to learn when
you have something concrete to attach the theory to. Like how learning Spanish or French is easier if you
already know Latin.
TheGoldenLeprechaun • 2 points • 12 December, 2018 01:26 PM

I'm one of the lucky few who found TRP by accident and it actually influenced me to NOT get married, even
though I should have known that way before. The factual and verifiable statistics contributors dropped lined up
with everything I had personally observed and validated a lot of my own life choices.
A few years later when a couple of people I casually knew got divorce rape destroyed then suicided, I got to
observe TRP concepts directly in action. The family court process and just about everything else from the
sidebar was more than obvious after that.
You don't have to "believe" in it, just look at the stats. That's it. A few google searches will do the rest. And by
the time my ex went super awalt on me I'd already had the tools and knowledge from here and many other
sources to handle the situation like a boss. Walked away from that largely unscathed. Then again, my childhood
was straight savage so maybe I'd already absorbed many of the core concepts.
Long story short, statistically it's already happening, just look at Japan for example.
faustian_talos • 1 point • 12 December, 2018 12:47 PM

I do not think so.
But then again all is different.
FanaticMind • 1 point • 12 December, 2018 01:51 PM

It all depends on the circumstances.
A guy who was raised believing lies told by the society and was incredibly blue pill to begin with will absolutely
deny RP concepts at the beginning, deeming them immoral and bad.
A lot of people on red pill had lacking father figures who failed to teach them the proper way to be a man, and
they had to learn by themselves.
However, it's not the was that it is supposed to be. A masculine father who teaches their child (mostly) by
example would have RP kids by default.
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